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Machinery prognostics in Industry 4.0 era
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Machinery prognostics and health management  has gained an increasing attention  in the 
Industry 4.0 thanks to some enabling technologies:
• Connectivity and ICT
• Data analytics
• Simulations capabilities



Paradigms in machinery maintenance 
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Despite their greater adoption of maintenance practices and technologies, large
manufacturing organizations have had only modest success with respect to diagnostics and
prognostics and preventive maintenance projects [1].

Jin, D. Siegel, B.A. Weiss, E. Gamel, W. Wang, J. Lee, J. Ni, The 

present status and future growth of maintenance in US 

manufacturing : results from a pilot survey, (2016). 

doi:10.1051/mfreview/2016005.
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Different approaches to maintenance - costs
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B.A. Weiss, J. Pellegrino, M. Justiniano, A. 

Raghunathan, NIST ADVANCED 

MANUFACTURING SERIES 100-2 

Measurement Science Roadmap for 

Prognostics and Health Management for 

Smart Manufacturing Systems, (2016). 
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Present and future status of machinery maintenance in manufacturing
Improvements in network communication, sensors, computing power, and machine
automation have made real-time prognostic devices, remote monitoring, and self-
maintenance emerging research topics on PHM technologies for manufacturing. Despite
increased interest in prognostics and increased sophistication in maintenance,
manufacturers lack a standard process and methodology for using PHM technologies on
the shop floor.

What is the real status of machinery maintenance in Manufacturing companies?

A survey on US manufacturers was performed

Fields involved: automotive, 
aerospace, transportation, 
machinery and equipment, 
consumer products, and 
electronics



• survey the common metrics used by the manufacturing industry to assess 
their productivity, maintenance and reliability, and product quality;

• research the best practices that manufacturers are using to improve their 
productivity, lower their maintenance costs, and improve their product 
quality;

• assess the current state of the art in the manufacturing sector with respect to 
diagnostic and prognostic activities, and review their past successes and 
failures.

Survey goals – United States manufacturers

Useful for defining standards and methodology for developing and 

implementing intelligent maintenance systems technology within 

manufacturing operations.



Survey Results  - Maintenance goals



Survey Results

OEE concept: Overall Equipment Effectiveness

Performance Metrics assessment CBM - Experience

OEE = Availability × Performance × Quality

Almost all of  the manufacturing 
companies have been involved 
maintenance activities



Achieved - Results

Survey Results

Never the less some companies 
experienced failures they strong 
believe in PHM 



Survey Results
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Key factors affecting manufacturing performances



Key factors and maintenance performance (SME vs Large)

SME

Weak factor (SME vs Large)
• Maintenance Strategy
• Organization Readiness
• Continuous improvement
• Human factors



Barriers towards the PHM approach
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Technical support from  R&D teams 



Survey Conclusions and encountered limitations

• the maintenance strategy level is relatively low, and most manufacturing 

enterprises willing to improve their maintenance strategies are facing some 

barriers, such as cost, workforce, technology readiness, system design 

changes. In addition, large enterprises are making more effort to improve their 

maintenance strategy because of their size-related advantages such as R&D 

support and leadership involvement, skilled workforce, and other resources.

• the literature survey highlighted that while there is substantial work on 

component and machine level prognostics and diagnostic research, there is 

very little prognostics or diagnostic research work that considers multiple 

machines or a production system

• In addition, even current machine-level prognostic and diagnostic 

implementations have current gaps which are limiting its success when 

implemented by manufacturers. In particular, it seems that more reliable 

threshold methods and more adaptive machine-level health monitoring 

models are needed.

• Some challenges in implementing machine-level PHM in production factories 

are still unresolved, including how to automatically update the health models 

due to maintenance activities and obtaining sufficient data in a factory to 

validate machine-level PHM models



Survey Conclusions and encountered limitations

• It was also noted by the technology providers that the lack of failure data

makes it more challenging to develop robust prognostic and diagnostic 

methods for a variety of reasons. Without reference data sets that include 

failure data, validation becomes very difficult.

Priority Roadmaps



Scientific Literature
hybrid approaches seem the PHM frontier 

• Although some techniques are available (Knowledge based, AI Artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, etc) the integration with the physical models still represents a research challenge.

• Only preliminary and simplified test cases have been studied.
• Include the maintenance policies in the prognostic

FFT, Wavelet based, 
Synchronous Averaging 
SA, PCA (principal 
component analysis),
ARMA 

Expert Systems, Fuzzy Logic, 
Artificial Neural Network ANN,  
Genetic Algorithm, Self Organizing 
Maps etc.

Modelling and decision 
support
Regressive Models, Bayesian 
network, Hidden Markov 
Model HMM, Proportional 
Hazard Models PHM, 
Proportional Intensity Models 
PIM,  etc.
Support Vector Machine

event and conditioning 
monitoring data

Defect propagation models
Kalman Filter
System identification,
mechanistic model etc.

data processing

AI Artificial Intelligence

diagnostic

prognostic



Hybrid approach: Bearing fault prognostic (aerospace application)

K. Goebel, N. Eklund, P. Bonanni, Fusing competing prediction

algorithms for prognostics, 2006 IEEE Aerosp. Conf. (2006).

The in-flight bearing damage
estimation can be used by the post-
flight module for planning future
missions

Similarity with a machine tool or any
machinery used for manufacturing.



Hybrid approach: Bearing fault prognostic (aerospace application)

challenge:
Fuse the uncertainty coming from 
different approaches 

Prognostic Reasoner:
• Bearing fault propagation physical 

model=f(load, speed)
• Experience-based model

Using an hybrid 
approach a 

more accurate 
prognostic can 

be 
accomplished.

Limitations:
• Only one 

specific  
bearing defect 
(spall) was 
considered

• Failure data are 
necessary



Conclusions

• PHM has been gaining a increasing attention due to some key enabling 

technology connected to the Industry 4.0 framework

• Companies that deal with manufacturing (especially SME) are far from a 

profitable implementation of prognostics techniques due to some structural 

weak points:

• Organization (low involvement of R&D)

• Lack of skilled human resources

• Low attitude to continuous improvement

• Missing Reliable failure data

• High complexity of manufacturing systems (production plant and shop 

floor)

• Research challenges

• Develop more reliable hybrid approaches to PHM

• Need to get failure data for creating models

• Consider more than one single component or defect (system complexity)

• Include the maintenance action in the PHM

• Establish efficient validation approaches
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